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Diverse and fluid, emily pushes the boundaries of lyricism, combining elements of poetry, hip hop and folk

to create a sound that is refreshingly new. "like an orange opening," "like ice in a glass," "equal parts fun,

powerful, poetic, and captivating." 13 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop

Details: THE WORD IS from poetry to hip hop to folk, emily is buzzing musical circles in and around the

hartford area. With a sound that is fresh and unique, emily brings passion and freedom into an experience

that grabs the ear, the eye, and the soul THE FEEL IS " like an orange opening" "like ice in a glass" "like

the sun just came out" THE SOUND IS emily is varied and experimental, combining freestyle and

improvisation with written lyrics, poetry with song, the ups with the downs. emily is willing to push the

boundaries, so no two nights and no two songs are the same... ...because emily is not the same. EMILY

IS first and foremost, a wordsmith. since the time she talk, emily has been writing poetry, essays and

songs. with a degree in journalism, emily has found in creative expression a form of abstract journalism,

using performance as a medium to explore her political, sensual and intellectual inquiries. with a belief

that music is an essential unifying and uplifting agent, emily makes sure that every day and every night is

life. LIFE VOCALIZED. From The Hartford Courant, July 25, 2004: "The ethos of Sully's [Pub in Hartford]

is perhaps best summed up by the performance of Emily Morse. Waifish in appearance with an orb of

curls atop her head, Morse is the unofficial poet laureate of Sully's, and her spirit fills the room. She

freestyles to a heavy beat provided by Megofna and Johnny Chang on drums. With eyes closed and head

to the ceiling, it's equal parts fun, powerful, poetic and captivating." Refresh your senses emily is
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